with fine craftsmanship. But there came a separation be- Neglected
tween the two, which ended in divorce.	chances
When Evan Charteris' excellent book on Sargent appeared, I heard from him in answer to some comments I made on Sargent's work. Charteris replied:
y6a Mount Street,
Grosvenor Square, W. Dear Professor Rothenstein,
First let me say how very kind I think it was on your part
to write—and then how truly I value your expression of ap
proval—That one should not have distorted Ills likeness,
but on the contrary given a recognisable resemblance to
' those who knew him and understood him—reconciles one
(indeed does much more) to the difficulties one encountered
in compiling thejbook	
I agree entirely with what you say about him as an artist —he does not convey the lacrimae rerum', and robust as he was, he was little aware of them. But as you say, it is idle to seek for what isn't there, and anyway nothing can alter the splendour of his achievement.
Yours sincerely,
EVAN CHARTERIS.
Yes, Sargent's gifts were great, though not of the highest order; and he made superb and honourable use of them. He. was early trained in a rigid and logical method of constructive painting, and this method he continued to follow, perfecting it but not changing it, throughout his career. In this he was fortunate. Most of us disliked and deserted the ways in which we were taught, and must painfully acquire methods of our own, and thereby waste much time and many canvases. I, for example, failed to follow the teaching of Legros, my first master, resisted the academic training I could have got from Jules Lefevre and Doucet, failed to carry to their conclusion the profounder influences of Whistler and Degas, and later, when more aware of my real purpose, I had to teach myself what I might have learned earlier—no 59

